ADDENDUM 1

To: All Interested Proposers

From: Claudia Sepulveda, Bid Clerk/Buyer

Date: April 8, 2006

Subject: RFQ #06-019 Architectural Services for the Juvenile Probation Department Facility

The Purchasing Department received questions relating to the above referenced proposal. The Council of Judges has responded to the following questions:

1. What is the budget for this project?

   This is a request for qualifications and its purpose is to select the most qualified vendor for the project. It will be up to the selected vendor to propose a budget.

2. Is there a page limit to this RFQ if so, do dividers and covers count as part of the proposal page limit?

   No limit, but submittal should be concise and to the point.

3. What is the qualification submission format?

   However bidders chose to present their qualifications.

4. Will there be any Geotechnical Engineering Services required? If yes, who will be responsible (the owner or the architect)?

   It is the responsibility of the vendor to determine what services and team members may be necessary for this project and incorporate any cost for such services in the negotiated contract.

The following need to be added to the persons that will be making recommendations to
Commissioners Court as stated on page 16 of the specifications:

Lorena Heredia Director of Financial Services
Lori Lowman Hutson 3DI Perspectiva

The following persons attended the pre-bid conference on April 4, 2006:

Lori Lowman Hutson 3DI Perspectiva
Erica Alisa Barajas IDEA
Victor H. Enciso FXSA, Inc.
Carl V. Daniel Jr. CDA
Daniel Partida BPLW HASCAP
Rick Ruiz PSRBB Architects
Mike Izquierdo Council of Judges
Oscar Reyes Deputy Chief, JPD
Lorena Heredia Director of Financial Services, JPD
Alberto Alvarez, Jr. Chief JPO
Art Provenghi General Council JPD
Piti Vasquez Purchasing Agent
Jose Lopez, Jr. Assistant Purchasing Agent
Claudia Sepulveda Bid Clerk